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Genome-wide analysis of the wine yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae PYCC4072 identified 36 genes highly
expressed under conditions of low or absent nitrogen in comparison with a nitrogen-replete condition. Reverse
transcription-PCR analysis for four of these transcripts with this strain and its validation with another wine
yeast strain underlines the usefulness of these signature genes for predicting nitrogen deficiency and therefore
the diagnosis of wine stuck/sluggish fermentations.

Nitrogen deficiency has been associated with major prob-
lems encountered in contemporary wine making, especially
those related to slow (sluggish) and incomplete (stuck) fer-
mentations (2, 3, 10, 11, 19). Under wine-making conditions,
initial low levels of nitrogen act by limiting growth and bio-
mass, resulting in a reduced fermentation rate (14, 23). Until
completing alcoholic fermentation, the fermenting juice is at
risk of spoilage due to oxidation and microbial activity, which
can reduce the quality and thus the commercial value of the
final product. A few systematic studies have been done to
identify changes in gene expression that take place in response
to nitrogen deficiency under enological conditions. From these
studies, some genes, such as CAR1 (5) and ACA1 (9), were
indicated as being more strongly expressed with nitrogen lim-
itation.

Genome-wide expression analysis has also emerged as a
powerful tool that can be used for identification of signature
genes that behave in a similar fashion at a particular time point
or under particular conditions (13). It has been successfully
used in the identification of predictive biomarkers for clinical
diagnosis (17, 20, 22). An analogous approach has been re-
cently used with Saccharomyces cerevisiae for identifying CO2-
responsive genes (1) and macronutrient (4, 21) and micronu-
trient (8) limitation under laboratory growth conditions. In a
previous study, we used a genome-wide approach integrating
the different situations of nitrogen supply: (i) with enough
nitrogen to complete sugar fermentation, (ii) with nitrogen-
limiting fermentation, and (iii) with addition of nitrogen to the
nitrogen-deficient fermentation (15). In our previous study
(15), samples for DNA macroarrays were taken from 11 points
corresponding to different stages of the three fermentations,

combining low and/or high concentrations of glucose, nitrogen,
and ethanol (Table 1). The public data set, submitted to the
GEO data repository (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under
accession number GSE5842 (15), contains hybridization values
for all time point replicates. Normalized final values are avail-
able from our website (http://scsie.uv.es/chipsdna/).

In the present study, the main goal was to identify genes that
showed robust changes in their expression levels specifically
associated with nitrogen deficiency and that could be potential
candidates as biomarkers for predicting sluggish or stuck fer-
mentations. For this purpose we used the DNA macroarray
data obtained with the wine yeast strain S. cerevisiae
PYCC4072 and compared gene expression levels between the
nitrogen-replete condition and various defined situations of
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TABLE 1. Fermentation parameters evaluated during experiments
carried out with synthetic grape juice medium with 20%

glucose and different initial nitrogen concentrationsa

Expt Time (h) Glucose concn
(g liter�1)

Nitrogen concn
(mg liter�1)

CF 0 197.8 � 2.4 261.2 � 6.2
24 183.8 � 0.6 178.1 � 6.4
48 136.1 � 0.3 2.4 � 2.2
96 24.7 � 4.0 0.0 � 0.0

LN 0 197.6 � 2.0 66.5 � 2.2
24 189.1 � 0.7 2.3 � 0.2
48 171.5 � 5.7 0.0 � 0.0
80 154.1 � 4.4 0.0 � 0.0
96 148.3 � 4.3 0.0 � 0.0

144 137.7 � 3.7 0.0 � 0.0

RF 72 164.9 � 4.2 196.4 � 1.4
80 148.2 � 1.7 136.5 � 3.9
96 116.6 � 0.3 0.8 � 1.4

144 24.9 � 10.8 0.0 � 0.0

a CF, control fermentation (267 mg N liter�1); LN, low-nitrogen fermentation
(66 mg N liter�1); RF, refed fermentation (66 � 200 mg N liter�1 supplied at
72 h as diammonium phosphate). Time points previously selected for macroarray
analysis are in bold. Values represent means � standard deviations for three
independent experiments.
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low nitrogen and N starvation, irrespective of the glucose avail-
ability, ethanol production, or other variations than can occur
during vinification. Based on the data presented in Table 1, two
time points, CF48 (control fermentation at 48 h) and LN24
(low-nitrogen fermentation at 24 h), were selected for the
low-nitrogen conditions and five time points, CF96, LN48,
LN80, LN96, and LN144, were chosen for the N starvation
conditions. Pairwise comparisons were done using sample
CF24 as the reference, since at that stage nitrogen was still
abundant (178 mg liter�1). To estimate significantly differen-
tially expressed genes in pairwise comparisons, a z-test was

applied, and false-discovery-rate analysis was the method used
for false-positive error correction.

To select genes that displayed a consistent change in expres-
sion in the different nitrogen situations, the expression profiles
were filtered as schematically presented in Fig. 1. First, only
those genes with signal values in all time points selected above
were considered (5,134 genes). Second, two selection criteria
were cumulatively applied: the expression level had to change
(i) significantly (P � 0.05) and (ii) by at least threefold com-
pared to that of the reference sample under low-nitrogen
and/or N starvation conditions. Genes displaying opposite

FIG. 1. Overview of gene selection criteria. Transcript profiles of genes that specifically respond to low nitrogen (A) and to N starvation
(B) under alcoholic fermentation conditions; results, log2 expression ratios obtained by dividing the experimental results by the reference sample
results, are represented with a green-to-red color scale. Each expression diagram shows, from top to bottom, relative expression levels of each set
of genes and, from left to right, comparisons between LN24, CF48, CF96, LN48, LN80, LN96, and LN144 and the reference cultures, CF24.
Down-regulated genes are green, whereas up-regulated genes are red.
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changes in expression behavior within each of the two condi-
tions were discarded. Genes were grouped into three sets: (i)
those with significant changes at both time points only with a
low extracellular nitrogen level (LN24 and CF48) (low-nitro-
gen response); (ii) those that showed significant changes in
expression only between CF96, LN48, LN80, LN96, and
LN144 and the reference cultures (CF24) (N starvation re-
sponse); and (iii) those that displayed significant changes in
expression under both low-nitrogen and N starvation condi-
tions (common response).

Sixty-five genes were identified that specifically changed in
response to low nitrogen, and all were up-regulated (see Fig.

S1 in the supplemental material), while 61 genes were specif-
ically reset in response to nitrogen starvation. In this last set,
only CUP1-2, involved in resistance to high concentrations of
copper, had higher expression under the nitrogen-deprived
conditions (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Indeed,
this gene has already been reported to be one of the highly
expressed genes in the late stationary phase during alcoholic
fermentation (24). A total of 390 genes were found to be
significantly affected under both low-nitrogen and N starvation
conditions. Among those genes, 72 genes had consistently
higher expression (see Table S2 in the supplemental material)
while 318 had lower expression (see Table S3 in the supple-

TABLE 2. Thirty-six signature genes identified in this work as potential candidates for predicting nitrogen deficiency under wine-making
conditions and their overlapping with other reported conditionsa

ORF
name Gene name

Association with:
Reference(s)Ammonium

starvation
Nitrogen
limitation

Carbon
limitation ESR Stationary

phase

YNL270c ALP1 x 4, 21
YMR280c CAT8 x 4, 21
YGL166w CUP2
YOR180c DCI1 x 4, 21
YKR076w ECM4 x x x 4, 6, 21
YPL222w FMP40
YDL222c FMP45 x x 6, 12
YMR250w GAD1 x x x 6, 12, 21
YDL223c HBT1 x x 4, 12, 21
YOR391c HSP33 x 26
YLR174w IDP2 x x x 4, 12, 21, 26
YML128c MSC1 x x x x 4, 6, 12, 21, 26
YPL134c ODC1 x x x 4, 12, 21, 26
YDR313c PIB1
YDL204w RTN2 x x x x 4, 6, 12, 21, 26
YIL113w SDP1 x 6
YDR238c SEC26
YMR175w SIP18 x x 4, 12, 21
YGL208w SIP2 x x 6, 21
YGR248w SOL4 x 6
YBL106c SRO77
YLR178c TFS1 x 6
YBR006w UGA2 x 6
YIL101c XBP1 x x 6, 12
YLR070c XYL2
YCR061w YCR061w x 6
YLR272c YCS4
YDL218w YDL218w x x 12, 26
YDR271c YDR271c
YGR043c YGR043c x x x 4, 6, 12, 21
YLR312c YLR312c x x x x 6, 12, 21, 26
YMR090w YMR090w x x 6, 21
YMR206w YMR206w x 4
YNL115c YNL115c x 6
YNL194c YNL194c x x 4, 6, 21
YNL195c YNL195c x x 4, 6, 21

a See included references. x, gene expression is induced.

TABLE 3. Gene-specific primers for semiquantitative RT-PCR assays

Gene Primer 1 Primer 2 Temp (°C) No. of cycles

MSC1 TAATGCGGTTTCCGCAT TAGCTCGTCCTTGCTTT 50 25
XYL2 GCCCTCAATGATCGCTTGA TGACTTAACTACACAAGA 45 22
RTN2 TATTGCCATTGGCCTT CAAACCAACCGCATTGTT 50 22
ODC1 TATACCAGTTCACAGCC AATCCATGACGTTCGTG 55 22
PDA1 GCTTCATTCAAACGCCAACC TCCCTAGAGGCAAAACCTTG 45 22
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mental material) under all nitrogen deprivation conditions rel-
ative to the reference situation. Results for these genes were
compared with those for the environmental stress response
(ESR) family genes obtained by evaluating the transcriptional
responses with a wide range of stress stimuli, including nitro-
gen depletion (6). It was found that 27 of the 72 up-regulated
genes (P value, 1 � 10�18) and 128 of the 318 down-regulated
genes (P value, 3 � 10�53) are among the ESR genes, indicat-
ing that the yeast cell response to nitrogen restriction under
vinification conditions involves the ESR.

To identify potential candidate biomarker genes for predict-
ing nitrogen shortage during alcoholic fermentation, analyses
were restricted to the 72 up-regulated genes, and their re-
sponses were examined after nitrogen refeeding. Only those

genes whose expression decreased by at least twofold after
nitrogen addition (RF80 [refed fermentation at 80 h]/LN48)
and increased again at least threefold when nitrogen became
depleted (RF96/RF80 and RF144/RF80) were considered.
Thirty-six genes passed all rather stringent criteria applied,
suggesting that they could be promising candidates for predict-
ing nitrogen deficiency during alcoholic fermentation (Table
2). The remaining genes could be involved in nonspecific re-
sponses to nitrogen limitation and associated with a more
general response, namely, those responding to other intracel-
lular and/or environmental changes that occur under nitrogen
deficiency conditions. Further research is required to clarify
this aspect. Several interesting aspects of this set of candidate
genes should be highlighted (Table 2). Half of these genes have

FIG. 2. Validation of macroarray data obtained with S. cerevisiae PYCC4072 by semiquantitative RT-PCR. Panel A shows a histogram
corresponding to the results obtained with macroarray analysis, relative to PDA1 results. Panel B contains the result of the semiquantitative
RT-PCR analysis carried out with samples from two independent cultures.
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been identified as being ESR upregulated (6), and thus, their
usefulness for the specific diagnosis of the nitrogen deficiency
response could be limited. A large number of genes (50%)
have no known molecular function. Determining their physio-
logical role could give further insights into their contributions
to the yeast response to nitrogen deficiency. Twelve genes are
among the 127 genes induced in cells in stationary-phase cul-
tures (P value, 3 � 10�12). Two of them, HBT1 and FMP45,
are considered essential for long-term survival in stationary
phase (12). Genes whose expression is known to be under
glucose repression, such as IDP2, XYL2, and the transcription
factor CAT8, involved in the derepression of a number of
genes during the diauxic shift (7), are part of this restricted
group of genes, despite the high glucose levels present at all
time points. Furthermore, 14 genes of our signature group
were found to be specifically more highly expressed under
carbon limitation (4, 21). This result supports the previous
suggestion that the yeast cell responses to nitrogen limitation/

starvation observed in this study have similarities to the yeast
cell response to glucose limitation (15). In addition, two other
transcription factors, XBP1, whose transcriptional activation
has been considered a key response of yeast cells to nitrogen
limitation (16), and CUP2, involved in copper-responsive tran-
scriptional regulation of the metallothionein genes CUP1-1
and CUP1-2, are part of the candidate genes identified in the
current study. The high mRNA levels of CUP1-2 observed
under N starvation indicate that maintenance of copper ho-
meostasis in yeast cells could be decisive for yeast cell survival
under such conditions. Experimental identification of the set of
genes that are regulated by each one of these transcription
factors, either by transcriptional profiling of knockout mutants
or by overexpression of the various factors, will be necessary to
access their functions in the regulation of nitrogen availability
responses. Finally, seven of the proposed candidate genes (P
value, 1 � 10�8) were formerly included in the top 50 open
reading frames induced by ammonium starvation (26). The

FIG. 3. Analysis of some of the candidate genes in S. cerevisiae strain ICV 16 (Fermicru primeur, DSM). Panel A shows the changes in
extracellular nitrogen concentrations (}) and yeast cell growth (�) versus glucose consumption (E) during fermentation with an initial assimilable-
nitrogen concentration of 60 mg liter�1. Data presented are representative of at least three independent experiments. Panel B contains the results
obtained by RT-PCR. CF24, sample from control fermentation carried out with 300 mg N/liter at 24 h after inoculation, when the amount of
assimilable nitrogen remaining in the must was 260 mg liter�1 (9); LN72 and LN144, samples obtained at 72 and 144 h, respectively, from the
nitrogen-limiting fermentation; RF, sample obtained 9 h after addition of nitrogen to the limiting vinification. OD, optical density.
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finding of an overlap between the current set of data, corre-
sponding to a wine yeast strain grown under batch fermenta-
tion conditions, and that from Wu et al. (26), obtained with a
laboratory S. cerevisiae strain in chemostat cultures, supports
the accuracy of the approach considered herein. Despite the
overlap shown in Table 2, it is worth mentioning that this study
introduced seven genes for which no previous relationship had
been established with ESR (6), ammonium starvation (26),
nitrogen and carbon limitation (4, 21), or stationary phase (12)
but which are induced under all of the conditions of nitrogen
limitation and starvation considered in this work.

In order to validate the differential expression of candidate
genes obtained by macroarray analysis, semiquantitative re-
verse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) was performed using the
same RNA from the original experiments with S. cerevisiae
PYCC4072 according to the protocol described by Zuzuar-
regui et al. (27). Table 3 includes the sequences of the oligo-
nucleotides used in these amplification reactions, the number
of cycles, and the hybridization temperature. The PDA1 gene
was used for normalization of the data, since it shows a con-
stitutive expression in batch and chemostat cultures in the
presence of various carbon sources (25). Four up-regulated
genes (MSC1, XYL2, RTN2, and ODC1) were selected from
the candidate gene list for this purpose (Fig. 2). The expression
levels of RTN2 and ODC1 in both RT-PCR and macroarray
analysis showed an increase under nitrogen limitation and es-
pecially starvation. Also, for the MSC1 and XYL2 genes, the
pattern obtained by RT-PCR supported the macroarray re-
sults; the mRNA levels were almost undetectable in the refer-
ence sample (CF24), and the highest mRNA abundance was
shown at time LN80, under starvation conditions, decreasing
after nitrogen addition to a greater degree in the case of XYL2.
RTN2 and MSC1 have been described as part of the ESR (6).
On the other hand, these two genes together with ODC1 were
included in the top 50 open reading frames induced by ammo-
nium starvation in S. cerevisiae grown in chemostat culture
(21). The validation of these genes reinforces the consistency
of the results obtained in this study and shows that some
relationship can be found between growth under vinification
and laboratory conditions. Besides, this analysis allows the
addition of several genes, including XYL2, to the list of those
previously proposed to be induced by nitrogen deficiency (4,
21).

To assess whether the results obtained for the wine yeast
strain S. cerevisiae PYCC4072 could be extrapolated to other
wine strains and other fermentation conditions, we studied the
transcriptional response of the same four genes with another
commercial wine yeast strain. The experiments using S. cerevi-
siae strain ICV16 (Fermicru primeur, DSM) were performed
with synthetic grape juice (18) containing 300 mg liter�1

(MS300) or 60 mg liter�1 (MS60) of assimilable nitrogen as a
mixture of ammonium and amino acids in a proportion of 2:3,
respectively, following the experimental details described by
Jiménez-Martı́ et al. (9). Nitrogen was added (240 mg liter�1 of
ammonium) to the MS60 experiment 72 h after inoculation,
when total assimilable nitrogen was almost completely con-
sumed (5.25 mg liter�1 of nitrogen remained in the extracel-
lular medium at this time point). In these experiments, active
dry yeasts were rehydrated in water according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions and used for inoculation to a final count of

5 � 106 cells ml�1, as determined by total cell counts. The
results shown in Fig. 3 further confirmed that the selected
genes are also applicable to other wine strains irrespective of
growth medium composition and fermentation conditions.

It is worth mentioning that in order to get a reasonable
number of marker genes for this signature group, we have
focused only on those with higher levels of expression under
nitrogen deficiency conditions. A similar approach could be
followed for the down-regulated genes. The presence in this
group of several MET genes, essential for the assimilatory
reduction pathway of sulfate to sulfide, is of great interest, and
further studies are being carried out to understand their rele-
vance in the wine-making process.

A designed DNA chip incorporating some of the genes iden-
tified in this study can be developed to assist the winemaker in
assessing the nitrogen status of the fermenting grape juice. The
ultimate goal is that such a chip can be used to predict pre-
mature fermentation arrest due to a nitrogen shortage and to
customize treatment strategies. Nevertheless, it should be em-
phasized that these observations must be viewed as prelimi-
nary, and expansion to other yeast strains is required before a
specialized DNA chip for predictive diagnosis of this problem
can be designed.
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